suggest that "Cognitive-behavioural therapy has demonstrated positive effects on treating primary insomnia and on suicide prevention. However, published data on this issue are relatively lacking." p 19 These authors cite 2 studies 2,3 to support this claim concerning suicidality. One of the studies reports no data on suicidality at all (even the word suicide in all its forms is absent from this article), 3 while the other study is a negative report concerning the efficacy of psychotherapy on suicidal acts in comparison with intensive clinical management. 2 This paper included 175 patients receiving lithium; however, it failed to show any difference on suicidal rates between specific psychotherapy and intensive clinical management involving regular visits with empathic clinicians, suggesting that maybe any psychosocial intervention could be somehow beneficial, leading to an overall 17.5-fold decrease in the suicidal rate. However, these results are not controlled with a placebo method. Another recent randomized study suggests an immediate effect of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, in comparison with waiting list, on anxiety and depressive symptoms among patients with bipolar disorder with a history of suicidal ideation but not on suicidal ideation or rate per se, and the sample was very small (14 with bipolar disorder). 4
Dr Zaretsky et al 1 suggest that "Cognitive-behavioural therapy has demonstrated positive effects on treating primary insomnia and on suicide prevention. However, published data on this issue are relatively lacking." p 19 These authors cite 2 studies 2,3 to support this claim concerning suicidality. One of the studies reports no data on suicidality at all (even the word suicide in all its forms is absent from this article), 3 while the other study is a negative report concerning the efficacy of psychotherapy on suicidal acts in comparison with intensive clinical management. 2 This paper included 175 patients receiving lithium; however, it failed to show any difference on suicidal rates between specific psychotherapy and intensive clinical management involving regular visits with empathic clinicians, suggesting that maybe any psychosocial intervention could be somehow beneficial, leading to an overall 17.5-fold decrease in the suicidal rate. However, these results are not controlled with a placebo method. Another recent randomized study suggests an immediate effect of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, in comparison with waiting list, on anxiety and depressive symptoms among patients with bipolar disorder with a history of suicidal ideation but not on suicidal ideation or rate per se, and the sample was very small (14 with bipolar disorder). 4 Zaretsky et al 1 are right, however, when they say that relevant data on this issue are lacking. Studies researching the effect psychosocial interventions have on suicidal behaviour are virtually nonexistent. Of course this is partially because suicidal behaviour is difficult to research, but the bulk of papers are opinion rather than review and sometimes they misreport data in a circular way.
